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 It should show your understanding of the material and related relevant concepts 
introduced in the (guest) lectures.

You could use following questions to elaborate your reflections. They should be argued 
mostly from the provided examples of your project.

What is the difference between ViP method and the one you used in the previous 
project(s)? What is the most useful and valuable assistance for designers? Why?
Which step do you think is the most difficult one? Why? How did you deal with that?
How did you use the vision to drive your design project? How did it affect your design 
decisions?
How did you check or validate your vision or design concept? How do you evaluate the 
authenticity and appropriateness?

Looking back at the ViP method, I can say that I gained a new way of tackling a project. 
Because the domain in which we could choose a project was really open, it was at 
first hard to think of a domain in which we wanted to design. Eventually we chose for 
communication outside audiovisual range. Looking back at this choice, it might not have 
been the best domain within the field of the quantified self, but I think pursuing this 
domain still taught me about the ViP method in a good way. 

Valuable learning points were for example using the lotus blossom technique to come 
up with context factors. Forcing yourself and your group members to completely fill in 
the lotus blossom makes it so that you are not going to stop brainstorming until the task 
is finished. Maybe not all context factors are of the same value, but then you know for 
sure that you did not forget about important ones and explored a wide field of context 
factors. 

I think the ViP method has a lot of similarities with user-centred design processes. In 
these, you also really define the user context first and afterwards think of an application 
which they could use to make the design relevant for them. Though, in ViP, there is a 
different approach on conceptualising your design. In other design processes I have 
done, there first were ideation phases, conceptualization phases and then a phase 
of finalizing the design. With the ViP approach, you first look at what human-product 
interaction is relevant, as well as the product qualities regarding your domain and vision 
statement. Afterwards, you look at what the interaction of the product should be like 
and at the end, the form of the product is defined. I think this designing approach is 
really interesting since it really makes you focus on your design goal as defined in your 
vision statement. 

As a group, I think we really tried to look back at our vision statement from time to 
time, in order to stick to our overall vision. Defining the human-product interaction for 
me was not particularly difficult, but rather something I was not used to at that time 
of the process. It felt weird to define these interactions without having any idea what 
the product looks like. After defining those, we started sketching our first ideas that 
connected to our vision statement. For me, this was one of the more difficult steps. I 
found it hard to come up with really good design concepts that also took into account 
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our human-product interaction and product qualities. However, the assignment of 
searching analogies helped me make some sketches, because the analogies stimulated 
me to think what kind of feeling the product should evoke and how people should 
interact with the product. With that input I could think of several design concepts. It was 
really valuable to bring individual input together, as stated in Art Markman’s article on 
brainstorming (https://hbr.org/2017/05/your-team-is-brainstorming-all-wrong) 

When we decided upon the best concept, we further elaborated on that idea
Overall learning points: it can be of great value to research what innovations have been 
developed in for example the past 5 years to look ahead what innovations might be 
relevant in 5 years from now. From the van Berlo inspiration talk, I learned that being 
able to innovate, it requires you to fully understand a business and its users. They gave 
realistic examples and it was truly interesting to see how they created value for users by 
combining their innovation strategy with the business’ strategy. The ViP approach here 
made me realise that it does not restrict your thoughts to direct to a product specifically. 
It lets you explore all design opportunities and it guides you towards the best possible 
design conform to your vision statement. 

https://hbr.org/2017/05/your-team-is-brainstorming-all-wrong

